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A set of k positive integers Ak = {ax =l< a 2 <a3 <•• • < ak } c N
is called a basis. Let now h€N,M 6 N 0 =N U {o} be integers. We say
Mis h-representable by Ak , if there exist non-negative integer coefficients
xi, x 2,..., Xk £ No such that
The set of all integers which are /i-representable by Ak is denoted by
hAk . We consider now the least positive integer N without such an h
representation by Ak , and call N— 1 the h-range nh (Ak ) of Ak :
Often we call a basis an h-range basis.
With h 0 we denote the least number of addends that is sufficient for the




x,a, = M and xt < h.
nh (Ak ) = min{n GN| n £ hAk ] - 1
h 0 = h 0( = m'm{h 6 N | nh (Ak ) > ak }
It is very easy to show that for h > h 0 1 we have
nh+i(A k ) >ak + n h (A k ).
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For sufficiently large h even equality holds:
nh+l (Ak ) = a k + n h (Ak ), for h > h x > h 0 - 1. (2)
For a proof see Selmer [l7] or Meures [lo]. By hx we denote the least
bound for (2) to hold. Selmer [l7] could show that if
(3)
then hi <h. If (2) holds for all h > hO , we say that the basis Ak is h O -stable.
An /i-representation of MG N by Ak = {l, a 2, a 3,..., ak }\
is called the regular h-representation by Ak if ak , the largest element of the
basis, is used as often as possible, and then a is used as often as possible
to represent the rest M xk ak , and so on. A representation of M G N
is called minimal if the number of addends used in this representation is
minimal among all possible representations. The regular representation
need not always be minimal.
On the other hand, the minimal representation can always be achieved
by starting with the regular one and performing several "transfers" of basis
element. In order to describe this process we need the so called normal
form of the basis Ak) introduced by Hofmeister [s]. Let Ak be a basis, then
there exist uniquely determined integers 7,- > 2 for i = 1,2,... k 1 and
P {- ] > 0 for i = 2,3,..., k and j = 1,2,..., t- 2 such that
where 52)=i Øj aj ls tne regular representation of 7,_ l at _ l - at . Here \x]
denotes the least integer >iGR.
nh {Ak ) >{h + l)ajfc_i - aki
k k
i=i i=i
" a . 1 t-2
7.-1= - , = ~Y.^)ai for *= 2, 3,..., A;, (4)









Now Hofmeister [s] showed that for every representation - also for the
minimal one - there exist non-negative integers s,-, i = 2,3,... k such that
the representation is given by (6) and (5) holds. So every representation
of M£N is dermed uniquely by an integer vector (5 2 ,53 , .:., s k ) 6 No*-1 .
This integer vector is called a transfer or substitution of basis elements.
By the gain G(5 2 ,53 ,... ,s k ) of a transfer (s 2, 53,...,s 3 ,..., s k ) e N0 * _1 , we
mean the reduction in the number of addends caused by this transfer in
comparison to the number of addends in the regular representation:




k k ( i-2 \
M = Yl *«i +£ * H-i(k-i - «i: - £ ai
=EU'- 5; + «y+iTi - £ siP?] ah
i=i V »=7*+2 y
where we put s x = s k+ i = k=o.lf we write
k








Now we fix the number of elements k in our /i-range basis and ask
for the basis A*k = {l, aj, aj,..., aj}, or possibly those bases, with largest
/i-range for a given integer h. These bases are called extremal or optimal.
Our main interest is not the particular extremal basis but the sequence
A*k (h) of extremal bases, when /i, the number of addends allowed in the
representations, increases to infinity. Throughout this paper we regard k
as a fixed number. Rohrbach [l6] could show by a simple combinatorial
argument that for all bases Ak there is a common bound for the /i-range:
and Rodseth [ls] was able to sharpen this bound to
(7)
Since these bounds are of course also valid for the extremal bases A*k (h),
we can find a real positive constant C £ R such that
MAIW) < c{h/k) k .
Now it turns out that [h/k) k already is the right "size" of the extremal
/i-range, since Stohr [l9] could show that there exists a real positive constant
c E R such that
In fact, by Stohr's result [l9] we have c > 1 and by R6dseth's bound (7)
we have C < (k - l) k ~ l l(k - 1)!.
Hofmeister [s] could show that for all parameter bases Ak (h) that satisfy
(8) - and there are of course many more such bases than the extremal ones
- the "size" of the basis elements is given by a simple formula. He
showed that there exist real positive constants C{,Ci G R, i = 1,2,..., A;
such that
eik*' 1 <a{ {h) <Cx h% ~\ for i = 1,2,..., Å:. (9)
*(*)<(*:*).
-^iF^r + °(^)
c{h/k) k <nh {Al{h)) <C(h/k) h . (8)
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The constants c, and Ct , i = 1,2,..., k are depending on the number kof
basis elements but not on h.




The corresponding extremal /i-range is given by one formula:
In 1968 Hofmeister [4] found out how to determine the extremal /i-ranges
and the corresponding extremal bases in the case Å: = 3. Let
(12)
with the corresponding /i-range
Originally, Hofmeister's proof was only valid for sumciently large h. A
student of his, Hertsch [2], showed that it was enough to claim h > 500. In a
new attempt, Hofmeister [6] could reduce this to h > 200, and Mossige [ll]
verified the theorem for 23 < h < 200 on a computer. For h < 23 the
extremal bases and their /i-ranges can easily be determined by a computer.
Table 1 below contains all these bases and their /i-ranges. Note that for
h = 11 and h 22 there are two extremal bases.
A*2 {h) = {l,(/i + 3)/2}, if /lis odd, and
All h) = {l,(/i + 3±l)/2}, if his even.
n h (A 2 {h)) = 4
Here [xj denotes the largest integer < x G R.
PM= +2, 7 (/i) = +2
If h > 23, the extremal bases A*z {h) are given by
a\{h) = 2/3{h) - -/(h) + 1, al(h) = i(h)a\(h) - (3(h),
n h (Al{h)) =(h +4- P{h) - i{h))al{h) + (7 (/i) - 2)a*2 {h) + (3{h) -2.
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Quite a lot of people, Hofmeister and Schell [s], Mossige [l2], [l3],
Braunschådel [l], Selmer [lB] and the author have spent great effort on the
determination of the extremal /i-ranges and the corresponding extremal
bases in the case k = 4. Nevertheless the final answer, the value of the
extremal /i-range is not known and we are not able to give the answer in
this report either.
According to Hofmeister's notation (4), we write the basis elements of
A 4 in the normal form:
a x 1
(13)
0 < /?{4) <a2 and 0 < P {2 4) a2 + p[ 4) <a3
Hofmeister and Schell presented in [s] a concrete parameter basis with a
quite large /i-range. They put h = 12d, d e N and constructed their basis
for each value of cf. By Mrose [l4] this fact does not cause any restriction to
the general problem, if our interest is the "asymptotic size" of the /i-range.
a 2 = 71
«3 = 72 a2 -/?i3) ,Q</?!3) <a2
a 4 = 13a3 -p{2 4) a2 -{3{4\
Table 1.
h a2 a3 nh (A*3) h a2 <*3 nh(A\)
1 2 3 3 12 11 37 212
2 3 4 8 13 13 34 259
3 4 5 15 14 12 52 302
4 5 8 26 15 12 52 354
5 6 7 35 16 15 54 418
6 7 12 52 17 14 61 476
7 8 13 69 18 15 80 548
8 9 14 89 19 18 65 633
9 9 20 112 20 17 91 714
10 10 26 146 21 17 91 805
11 9 30 172 22 19 102 902
11 10 26 172 22 20 92 902
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The normal form of this basis is:
(14)
They could show that for this choke of A4 {h) we have
For a long time the coefficient 2 in front of the {h/4) 4 term was believed
to be the largest possible for the /i-range of A4 {h), unt il Mossige [l2] in
1986 by a slight alteration of the Hofmeister-Schell basis could achieve a
coefficient 2.008 instead of 2in front of the {h/4) 4 term in (15). The original
Mossige basis has very complicated non-rational coefficients. A basis A4 {h)
with an /i-range quite close to the one that is achieved by the Mossige basis,
and where the coefficients are rational, is given thus: If we put h 2472d,
d GN and
(16)
Mossige showed that the /i-range is given by
Recently Selmer [lB] found another basis - in some sense a dual to the
Mossige basis - with the same highest coefficient in the /i-range. He deleted




a 2 = 9d-6
a 3 = 3da 2 - {sd -3)
a 4 = 2da3 -(d - l)a2 - (6rf-4).
nh (A4 {h)) > {3d + 6)a4 - 2{h/4) 4 + 0{hz ). (15)
ai = 1
a 2 = 1869d
a 3 = (603 d + 3)a 2 - 1031c/
a 4 = (392 d + l)as - (193 d + l)a2 - 1242d,
n h (A4 (h)) = 663da4 + 193da2 + (1646 d -2) = 2.0080397(/i/4) 4 + 0(h3 ).
a 2 = 1869 d
a 3 = 603da2 - 1441 d
a 4 = 392da3 - 193da 2 - 826d.
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If we apply the upper bound (7) to the case k = 4 we get
so we are left with quite a big gap between the best known upper and lower
bounds for the extremal /i-range. In section 2.3 we treat this problem, and
there we will tighten a big part of the mentioned gap.
2.2 Properties of the Extremal Bases A*k
For parameter bases Ak (h) satisfying (8) we have (9). Now put
then by (l)
for sufficiently large h, since 2\Ck-i/c k ] is a constant and h 0 is increasing
with h, because
This means that for sufficiently large h, we have by (3):
the first inequality stemming from the definition of /ij. Asymptotically
spoken, this means that the bases Ak (h) with (8) are ho-stable, and
(18)
Similarly we have for bases with (8):
n h {A4 (h)) <4.5(/i/4) 4 + 0(/*3),
h = ho {Ak {h))+2\Ck_ l lc k \,
nh {Ak {h)) > 2\Ck. l /ck ]ak {h)>2\Ck. l /ck ]c k hk- 1
> 2/ia jfc _ 1 (/i) > 2hQ ak-i[h) > hak _i(h)
h 0 = h 0( > ho{{l,a2 {h)}) - a 2 (h) -1 > c 2h -1.
hO -l<h1 = kiiAkih)) < h 0 + 2[CJk _ l /c fc ]
lim T = lim , / , ~w = 1
h-Kxt h 0 no{Ak[fl))
chk ( ch \
n h (A k {h)) >—> I 1 hak-i(h) > hak -i{h)
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for sufficiently large h. Thus by (3) we have that
hi(A.k(h)) < h for sufficiently large h, (19)
so equality (2) is valid for sufficiently large h. Note that this is not trivial,
since also the basis changes if h increases.
The problem of finding the extremal bases A\ for given h has shown to
be very difficult. Apart from the cases k = 2 and k = 3, where the whole
truth is known, we know little about the general case. From Stohr [l9] we
learned that there exist real positive constants c, C £ R such that
Whether the nh (A*k )/(h/k) k exists or not is hard to say. Of course
exists and is positive, and we may choose a sequence (/i,) teN with
Therefore we focus our attention on this sequence {hi) ieN . By (8) and (9)
we know that
and therefore we may choose a subsequence (/i ty ) , of (/i,),-6N such that
also
exists. In order to reduce the number of indices we write [hj ) je -N for the
latter sequence.
Now all numbers which have got an /i ;-representation are contained in
the interval [O, hjal(hj)], and the magnitude t now measures the number
of consecutive /ly-representable numbers starting from 0 to the /i; -range
in comparison to the largest Ziy-representable number hjal(hj). So t may
- (h/k)» -  
_ .. n„(A"t (h))
lim ', ~. =T.
«-*oo [hi/k) k
c < n hi (Al(h% )) C
Ck kk ~ hial{hi) ~ c k k k '




be interpreted as the covenng percentage of the /irrange in the interval of
/ij-representable numbers.
If we put
for the regular representation of the /irrange of Al(hj), we see at once that
Assume that
(20)
nhMk(hi)) = + + • • • + e^h,)
, r eÅhi)t lim ——jLL .
j-xx> hj
1
and put Hj = [(1 + m)hj] for a real positive m. Then by (2)
On the other hand
(<i^i)'-(f)W,.
Therefore we can write
Hm nH.jAKhj)) = Hm nhj (Aj(h3 )) + + Ojh^ 1 )
;-oo (JETy/A;)* i™ (1 + m)*(/i; /A;)* + O^JT 1 )
= lim
;-oo (l + m)*(/iy /A;)*
lim /,.,, u lim —; ———
*—(l + m i-«. (A,-/**
= nT7^r = 'Hr(say).
Now we choose m optimally namely m = m 0 = jzf > 0, giving






Picture 1, 2 and 3 show the
interesting part of the graph
of the function
r, x t -\- m
Jim)





in contradiction to the maximality of T. We can namely write A'k (H)
for AHhj). Then < and the left hand side'is
bounded by T.
Now we consider the case t > l/k. If we in addition assume that there
exists an increasing sequence of values hj and a real positive constant e G R
such that
M4E(*y))<(l-o*y
for all values hj from that sequence, we find by equation (2) that (20) also
holds for negative m £ [~e,o], and the whole of the preceding proof goes
through if also m 0 = ~ e -
If m 0 < -e we choose m= mi = -e. We know that the function f(m) is
strictly decreasing in the interval [mo , o], and therefore /(mj > f(o]| =l,
giving the same contradiction as before.
So for the sequence A*k (hj) of extremal bases we are left with the fol
lowing two situations:
2. t > l/k, and for any subsequence of (hj) jeN there exists no real posi
tive constant e such that /i 1 (AJ(/iy )) < (1 - e)hj for this subsequence.
We now look at the second case. The last statement together with (19)
gives us
Now we have by (21) and (18)
We collect all this information in one theorem.
lim 2fißM > lim MiMMI _ T
1. t = l/k, or
lim u ,a 3)) =l. (21)
ho _ hgjAUh,)) holAKhj)) h 0
lim - lim , . u - lim = lim —= 1
J-OO fil ;-00 IH[Ak {llj)) J—OO /ly ; —OO /ly
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Theorem 1 . Let A\(hj) be a subsequence of the sequence of extremal
bases A*k (h), where
and where
exists. Then either
Remark 1. For k = 2 the extremal bases (10) and (11) given by Stohr
satisfy t = 1/2 and = 1/2 jL 1. For k = 3 the extremal bases
(12) found by Hofmeister satisfy t = 1/3 and h0 /h = 8/9 i,
whilst the "good" bases (16) and (17) for k = 4 satisfy t = 221/824 > 1/4
and h0 /h =l. The basis (14) satisfies both conditions t = 1/4 and
= 1. The best known bases for k = 5, found in Kolsdorf [B]
and [9], have t > 1/5 and h0 /h =l. So both alternatives of the
theorem seem to be realistic.
Remark 2. Braunschådel [l] showed that for the extremal bases with
k = 4 we have e 4 (h)/h > 81/512, while our theorem gives
lim sup e A {hj )/hj > 1/4 for the sequence hj defined above.
2.3 Bounds for the Extremal /i-range nh(A*A )
The method developed in this section is a extension of results obtained
by Braunschådel [l] in 1988. In the introduction we already mentioned
upper and lower bounds for the extremal /i-range nh (A\)\
lim —r-—--—— = hmsup —/ , ; " = T




t > and lim = hm = 1
K hj-*oo hj hj-KM hj
2.0Q8(/i/4) 4 + 0{hz ) < nh (A\) < 4.5(/i/4) 4 + 0{h3 ).
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We now look at a parameter basis A 4 = A4 (h). We often leave out the
parameter hof the basis A4 (h). If n h (A4 (h)) < 2(/i/4) 4 + 0(h3 ), the basis
cannot be an extremal one. Therefore we consider only bases A4 (h) with
(22)
We use the normal form (13), and write
(23)
for the regular representation of the /i-range of a given basis A 4. Now
Hofmeister [4l showed that if
(24)
(25)
a consequence of the fact that the geometric mean cannot exceed the arith
metic one. This means that if we can establish an inequality (24) where
< 2, then the sequence of bases A4 (h) cannot be extremal and can
therefore be excluded from further consideration. Now given such an in
equality (24), we may renne the result we can get from (25) by additional
information. Look at the number
(26)
Here no a 4 or a 3 transfers are possible, since there are no such elements in
the the regular representation (26), and this representation must therefore
be minimal, giving
Now multiplying (27) by a positive weight x and adding it to (24) yields
n h (AA {h)) >2(/i/4) 4 + 0(/i3 ).
nh (A±) = e 4a4 + e 3a 3 -f +£l
<U + a73 + + C7i <h + 6
for positive constants a, 6, c 6 R, and 6 6 R then
nh (A4 ) < (c 4 + l)a4 < + 73727 i
<- i(^)'+<«=i(s)W>.
M = (72 - 2)a2 + (7l -1)< a 3 < n h {A 4 ).
72 + 7i < h + 3. (27)
U + aiz + (b + 2:)72 + (c + x)7i < (l + x)/i + 6 + 3x,
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and in analogy with (25) this gives
(28)
Minimizing the coefficient by the optimal choice of
usually gives a better result than the one we could obtain from the original
inequality (24).
By these means we can show at once that (22) implies
(29)
This is going to be used several times later on.
In the sequel we want to present a method that provides inequalities
(24). We do this by looking at several "key numbers" and their represen
tations by A 4. These representations will in general contain the variables
h,e4 , and 73,72,7i,/?i3) ,/?i4) ,/?24) of (13). Combining several representa
tions, we can get rid of p[3) and /?J 4) . Since by (13) 0 < /^4) /72 <l, we
divide the interval [o,l] into the following 12 smaller intervals and choose
P 2 112 from one of them:
nK{Ai) <-J±+p—(!LY + o(h').a(& + x)(c +x) \4J K J
x = + _ HttAzl ,
V >
U + 873 > h + 6
£4 + 7-73 +172 >/i +<s
U + 673 +^72 >h + 6
£4 + 573 +|72 >h + 6
£4 + 473 +|72 >/i +«5
£4 + 373 +§72 >/i + 6
64 + 273 +272 >h + 6
z* +7a +572 >h+ 6.
Here we may put t 7 =O, t 6 = 1/6, t 5 = 1/3, t 4 = 1/2, t 3 = 4/5, f 2 = 6/5,
ti = 2, t 0 = 5 and write all these inequalities in one form













6' 5 5' 4 5
1 1 1 2 2 1
4' 3 3' 5 5' 2 5
1 3 3 2 2 3




/l2 £ 16' x4' 5 5' 6
Then we know lower and upper bounds for /^4) in terms of 72 , and we
will get inequalities containing only /i,e4 ,73, 72,7 i and of course constants
not depending on h.
We look first at the number Nx that has the largest regular coefficient
sum of all numbers < nh (A4 ) and its regular representation:
Now Nx must have an /i-representation by A 4 using the transfer (s[l) , s£\ s[1]
where the upper index denotes that the transfer belongs to Ni:
where 6 is a constant not depending on h, since we know by Hofmeister [s]
that for bases A 4 with (22), and are bounded independently of
h.
For the reduction of the constant term, we now assume
and consider the next "key number", with constant term k.\ 1:
Ni = (e 4 - l)o4 + (73 - 2)a3 + (72 - 2)a 2 + (7l - 1).
N, = («« -1- 4% + ((,(»> + i)7s _SW _ 2)a3
+ ((4" + 1)72 - W - 4" - 2)a2
+((4" + ih ~ W - W -1).
Since the coefficient sum has to be < h, we have
u + (å1) + 1)73 + (4" + ih, - 41 '/?!4 '
+(4" +1)7! -$W - 4x) /?i 4)
< h+ 6 + 4' 1 + 4'' + 4'1 <h + 6,
«i = 41, /?l3) + -i1W - 4Si >o,
N 2 = (e 4 - l)a4 + (73 - 2)a3 + (72 - 2)a2 + + s^/3[4) - 4Si - 1).
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Clearly N 2 < Ni < must have an /i-representation not using
(4 .4V4 ). since otherwise we would get a coefficient -1 in the last
position. So N 2 uses (4,) ,4,) .4') ) jt (41) ,41) ,41) ), and we get
giving
Now we continue constructing Ni in the same way as before. For the
reduction in the last position caused by we write
for i = 1,2,...,/ and /c 0 = 71 We stop the process for i = /, when for the
first time
Since the reduction Ki+l cannot exceed the constant term «,- —l, we have
acj > /c, + i for I<i</ - 1, so each N{ needs a new transfer that has not
been used earlier. Since there are only finitely many possible transfers - the
numbers 4 >4 and 4 are bounded independently of h - and since there
is always a transfer satisfying (30), namely (0,0,0), the described process
has to terminate after a bounded number (independently of h) of steps.
We collect the inequalities for the coefficient sums of /V1? iV2 ,..., Ni in
an array:
= («4 "1 - 42) W + ((42) + lb, - 42) - 2)a3
+ ((42) + l)-ft -W - 42) - 2)a2
+(4,)/f> +W - 4"7 i + (42, 7! -W-W) -1),
U + (42) + Ihs + (42) + 1)72 - sPøP
+(41) /3p» +W - 4So + (42,7 x -W - 42'/?! 1 ')
<h+ 6 + 42) + 42) + 42) <h +S.
«, = 4"M3) +W - 4S.
K, = .('VW + _ < 0 (30)
64 + (l+4l) )73+(l+4l) )72-41) /?2 4) +71-/C 1 < h+ 6
64 +(l + 42) )73 +(l + 42) )72-42) /?2 4) <h + 8





In the sequel we shall characterize the possible transfers that can be
used for Nu N 2 ,..., Nh and shall find bounds for /, £j.=1 s 4'\ £{= l 4° and
/?2 • Thus we get inequalities (24), which we were looking for.
The number Ni in our list has got the regular representation
since 0 < /c,_i 1 < 71 for i = 1,2,...,/. For this kind of numbers, only
few transfers are possible if we claim (22). Assume JV,- uses {5 2 ,53 ,54 ) in
order to achieve the minimal representation - here we leave out the upper
index for a moment. Then as usual
since s 4 > 7 together with (33) contradicts (29) for j = 7. For 0 < 5 4 < 6,
(33) together with (29) for j— s 4 implies
(34)
where the left inequality stems from the non-negativity of the coefncients
in (32). Now for 3< 5 4 <6 we have t SA <l, and therefore (34) implies
«, + (1 + ]^^ + (1 + 3^^_l^n *< A +,,
where we have used that 7i /Cj > 7X by (30).
Ni = (c 4 - l)a4 + (73 - 2)a3 + (72 - 2)a2 + (/ct _x - l),
Ni = (e 4 -1 - Si)a4 + ((1 + 54)73 -63 - 2)a3
+ ((1 + 53)72s 3 )72 - 54^4) -52 - 2)a2 + *,•-! - /c,- - 1 (32)
and
U+(l + 54)73 +(1 + 5 3 ) 72 - s 4 p {24) + «,-_! - /c, </i + <5. (33)
Here we find at once that
0 < 5 4 <6,
0< (1 + 5 3 )72 -s4 (3 {2 i] <i-4 -y2l




if there is a solution of (34) at all. Once 3 < s 4 < 6is chosen, s 3 is already
determined uniquely, if (34) is soluble. Otherwise (5 2 ,.53,,5 4 ) cannot be used
in (33). For s 4 = 1,2 we have t x = 2,t 2 = 1.2, so (34) gives
The second alternative arises only when (34) has two solutions.
In the remaining case s 4 =O, we have by (33)
What about the choice of s 2? For the minimal representation (32), we
always have








5 3 = or 53 = +l.
72 72
U + 73 + (1 + 53)72 <h + 6.
By (29) for j= 0 it follows that 0 < s 3 < 3 if s 4 =O.
0 < /€,_! -Ki~ 1 = fl 2 Tfl - S 3 /?{3) - 5 4 /?i4) + /C,-! -1< 71
This means that
S3P[3) + *4/?|4) ~ *-l . Stf™ + S4 j3[4) - Kj-i L 1<62 < hl.
7i li
Thus s 2 is uniquely determined. Since 0 < /c,_i < we have
s 2 = or s 2 = + 1.
7i 7i
 sets:
>S2= [ 1, J/
I * j)
,S2 = +l}11 J J
coliect
i (-52,5 3 ,54 ) I 1 < 5 4 < 6,53
i (52,53,54) I 1 < 54 < 2,5 3
l {5 2 ,53 ,54 ) I 1 < s 4 < 6,53
u {(0,0,0)}




cannot be combined. In this case the gain of the transfer would be negative.
Since then s 2 7i > $3O? + s 4 /3{4) and s3 > s424\ we have
for large h, because the s,- are bounded, and by (9) 73 increases when h
increases.
By the same argument, we cannot have s 2 = + 5 + 1
for transfers where s 4 = 0. A transfer from C is assumed to stand at
the end of our representation list for Nt , since only for those transfers
S3PI + - >S27i < 0, whilst transfers from A,B,D have to be used
earlier in the list.
Now we introduce 11 variables r x , r 2,..., taking values
from {o,l}, indicating whether the corresponding transfer is used for some
Ni or not. Here r; stands for the transfers (5 2 ,53 ,j) G A, q}- for {s 2 ,s3 ,j) e
B and dj for (5 2 ,i,0) <E D. In addition we introduce s G {0,1,...,6}
for (5 2 ,5 3 ,5) e C used at the end of the list. We then choose values for
rj,qj,dj and s. All possible lists of representations for the Ni using these
corresponding transfers under consideration will give rise to the same av
erage inequality (31), so the ordering of the used transfers within the list
does not play any role for us. In fact this is the crucial advantage of our
method. Regarding all different orderings would make the problem very
large and possibly unmanageable. Altogether we have to consider "only"
12 •7 • 2 11 cases, since fi2 772 is chosen from one of the 12 intervals Ip ,
p = 1,2,...,12.
Bounds for the values of the interesting magnitudes can now be com
puted:
5 2 - -fl, 63 = + 1
Il 72
G{S 2 ,S 3 ,S 4 ) = 6 4 (^4) +^4) - 73-fl) +s3 (/?j3)- 72 + l) +S2 (l_ 7l )
< 54 +53 +52 - 6473 < 0
6 2 3
' = £*v + £<7, + + i,
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the last 1 standing for the ultimate line in the list. Further
1 i-y 6 V/9 (4) 2 / V/9 (4) A 3 od4 )
E-i0 =Ev-ri + E +iU + EM+  
Now the intervals Ip ,p = 1,2,..., 12 are chosen in such a way that the
values [j/3[4 '/q2 \ for jf = 1,2,... ,6 are constant over the whole of each Ip ,
and so E!=i 4is constant over Ip . If Ip = [wp ,zp ) and j 3(24) /^2 e Jp , we
have [j(3 {24) / l2 \ = [jwp \. Then
and
and we have computed bounds for all the values we are interested in. For
each choice of the variables rj,qj,dj and s, (31) now gives us an inequality
(24). We combine this inequality with (27) as we did before, and get by
(28) a bound for the /i-range coefficient.
Now we try to reduce the number of cases to consider. Remember that
we have chosen (32 /l 2 £ h = \wpy zp ), and can find out whether (34) is
soluble or not. If
then
throughout Ip , and the corresponding transfer (5 2 ,53 ,54 ) GAor C cannot
be used, a fact that reduces the amount of work considerably. In the same
way (5 2 ,53 ,54 ) G B can be excluded if
The first runs on the computer showed that the cases where s > 0 and
rs 1 were the most critical ones, giving large coefficient bounds for the
16 2
J 24f) = X^"rJ + + 5 ' andt=l j=l j = l
In 6 2 3
E s s = Y,b'wp\ ri + £(l>vl +l)# + Ert- + L^P J
I=l i=i
1 + [s4 wp \ - s 4zp > tB4 ,
(1 + ss)l2 ~ s A /3 {2 4) > tul2
2 + [s 4 wp \ - s 4zp > tS4 .
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/i-range. Therefore we refined our method in this case. Now 5 > 0 and
rs = 1 mean that the transfer (5 2 ,53 ,6) is used at the end of the list, and
the transfer (s 2 - 1,53 ,5) at another place, let us say in line /. We leave
out line / from our list and average. Since the transfers of line / and line
/ only differ in the s 2 position, with one unit, we have «/ = «j + 71, hence
«yi-«/-! + */-*, > 71. Now EU,*/4° = EL4°-« and EU,*, 4° =
E|=i 4 - L-sWpJ. Thus averaging gives
(35)
This inequality usually gives much better results than (31). A computer
run of the described program, taking care of the maximal coefncient bound
occuring in each interval Ip , yields the following situation:
w (» )
Table 2.
Interval Largest Total Cases with





h = [o,|) 2.00 7168 0
h = f 1 M16' 5 V 2.16 3072 9
h = f 1 M15' 4^ 2.37 1280 29
h = f 1 M 2.59 1280 46
h = [I 2} 2.42 1280 31
h = [2 1\U' 2>' 2.78 6144 437
h = fl 3}12' 5/ 2.30 1280 39
h = f" l ) 2.60 3072 143
/9 = [2 3}13» A> 2.56 3072 134
/io = f" å )U» 5/ 2.64 1280 94
/n = IM) 2.78 1280 98
/l2 = IS. 1 ) 3.97 14336 2968
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The computer result in h is 1.97, but since we have used (22) on our way,
we cannot conclude better than 2.0.
In order to get even better results, we consider now some other types
of " key numbers". We look at
for m=l in the intervals JB ,J9 ,710 , for m=2 in the intervals 16,I6 , hu and
for m=3 in the interval 14.I4 . In all these intervals, the above representation
of M(m) is the regular one, since there 0 < mfl2 L m /72J72 —1 <72 ~2.
Again we construct the corresponding list of the M(m)i. Here the transfer
(s 2, LmM /72j>'7i) G A or C is impossible throughout the list, since it
would give us a negative coefficient for a 2. The set B has to be extended
with the transfers
and (5 2 ,2,1). In addition D has to be extended with (5 2 ,4,0). We introduce
the corresponding variables <73,<74 , «75, qe, Q, d± G {o,l} and compute
In the same way as before we may reduce the number of cases to con
sider, when we notice that the use of (5 2 ,53,54 ) £ A or C is possible only
if
M{m) = (c 4 - l)a4 + (73 - 2)a3 + {mf3 [24) - 2 - l)a2 + (7l -1)12
(s 2, +1,5 4 ), 3< s 4 < 6
72
6 6 4
' = Eri + E?i + ? + Ed; + 1
3 = 1 3 = 1 3=l
l 6
•=1 ;=1
I ... 6 -M 6 4 ol*)
6 6 4
]£ Uwp\ ( r; +#)+Z)fc + X) +2? + •
; = 1 j = l j=l




If ra > 64 we must demand
and
and
Here we used again that = [jwp \ in the interval Ip . For transfers
from 5 we get similar conditions. As shown before, the cases with s > 0
and r 3 = 1 can be treated seperately and do not cause that much headache.
A new computer run gives new bounds for our coemcient in the men
tioned intervals:
The largest coefficient bound 2.78, the only one exceeding 2.5, arises
now for /?! 772 E I 4 = [l/4, 1/3). Here we use a new method to reduce the
coefficient bound. We consider all lists for JVt-, where the coefficient bound
by the averaging method became > 2.008. In each case we stored the
(m - sA )wp - [mwp \ + [s4 wp \ < t,4 ,
o<(m - s 4) - [mwp \ + [s4 wp \
If ra < 64 we must demand
(m - s 4) - [mwp \ + [s4 wp \ < tu ,
0 < (ra - s 4) - [mwp \ + [s4 wp \.
Tabl e 3.
Interval Largest m Total Cases with





h = f 1 M 2.78 3 1024 28
h = f- M15' 2) 2.33 2 5120 44
h = f- M15' 3> 2.38 1 768 21
h = f- ")13' 4J 2.35 1 1024 18
ho = f- å )U' 5^ 2.30 1 1024 11
hl = UD 2.30 2 1536 27
lu = II' 1 ) 2.31 2 10240 99
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values of /, £[= l s[%) and £j=1 4 corresponding to the average inequality
(31). Then we considered all the lists for M(3), where the coefficient bound
became > 2.008. Here we stored the values say L, J2f=i and YJ?=
corresponding to the inequality
U) (36)
Note that [Z(3\ > /^2 \ =0 m 14.I4 . It turned out that in all these 28 cases
3 - E,L=i S 4 /L >O, so j3 {24 ' appears with positive factor in (36) and with
negative factor in (31). Now we combine the two inequalities by mul
tiplying (31) with the weight wx = 3 - > 0 and (36) with
™2 = £j=i 54 // > 0, add both and divide the result by the sum of the
weights wi + w 2. In this way we get rid of and find
Optimal combination with (27), as in (28), yields that in each of the 28-46 =
1288 weighted averages, the coefficient bound becomes < 2.43. This is the
largest value occuring. The best known upper coefficient bounds for the
different intervals Ip are given in the following table 4.
, , + e!=l 4°/0 + w*(i + s,ii s®/l)
u; i + w 2
, + EU40 /o+ti; 2 Ef= igj,' ) , Will + w 2 IL _ £+ ; 72 + ; —li <h+ 8.
Table 4.





h = [o,D 2.00 h = fl 1)12' 5/ 2.30
h = f 1 M 2.16 h = 15' 3^ 2.38
h = i 1 M15' 4> 2.37 h = 13' 41 2.35
h = U' 3^ 2.43 ho = f- MU' 5> 2.30
h = fll3' 5> 2.42 hi = IM) 2.30
h = f" M 2.33 hi = IM) 2.31
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So we get our final result:
Theorem 2 . Given a sequence of bases with four elements A4 (h), then
Of course this bound is also valid for the extremal bases A\ (h).
A computer program, written in "Pascal", that performs the computa
tions which prove the above result can be found in Kirfel [7l.
2.4 Bounds for the /i-range n^(A4 ), when special trans
fers are used
The method presented in the previous section may also be applied in
order to obtain upper bounds for the /i-range nh (A4 ), when we know in
advance which transfers we are going to use in the interval [O, nh (A4 )} in
order to obtain minimal representations. Here we shall show that, using
transfers (5 2 ,53 ,0), s 3 > 0 and (0,0,1), we cannot get a coefficient larger
than 2 in (22), and so we cannot get the extremal /i-range.
Let us start with a simple example, in order to show how our method
works. Assume that we only allow transfers of the kind (5 2 ,5 3 ,0), s 3 > 0.
Look again at
and the corresponding list of JV,-, as we did in section 2.3. Since = 0 for
i = 1,2,...,/, the averaging process (31) gives
As we have seen before, only different tranfers are used throughout the
list. But (5 2 ,<5 3 ,0) (5"2 ,5"3 ,0) implies s 3 s 3 for transfers with positive
nh {A4 {h)) < 2.43 (j) +0(/i3 ).
Nx = (e 4 - l)a4 + (73 - 2)<z3 + (72 - 2)a2 + (71 -1)
= (£4 - l)a4 + (73 - 41} - 2)a3 + ((41} + 1)72 - 41} - 2)a2
+((41) + i)7i-41) /?i3) -i),
(')






For / < 4 this gives us a coefficient bound < 1.6. If / > 5 there was an i,
1 < i< l such that 53 >4. This would imply
in line number i of our list. Inequality (28) then gives
The last formula of course covers both cases. This gives us the following
theorem:
Theorem 3 . Let a sequence of bases A4 (h) be given. Assume that only
transfers of the type (5 2 ,53 ,0), 5 3 > 0 are used in order to achieve minimal
representations in the interval [O, nh (A4 (h))\, then
In addition to the transfers (5 2 ,53 ,0) we now want to use (0,0,1).
The average inequality (31) for the iV,-list, where we now allow the use
of (0,0,1), then reads
(37)
I=l
f + 1 7i
U + 73 + + y < h + <5,
n*(At ) < j?L +o(h>).
U + 73 + < h + S
nh {A4 ) < 1.78(/i/4) 4 + 0(/i3 ).
n h (AA ) < 1.78(/i/4) 4 + 0(/i3 )
/+ 1 l 2 -1 + 2 /?i 4) 7l
Now assume /?2 > 0 and look at
Mfl) = (6 4 - l)a4 + (73 - 2)a3 + (/#> - l)a2 + (71 - 1).
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The corresponding list of M(l) t-, håving length L, carmot contain the trans
fer (0,0,1), since otherwise we would get a negative coefficient for a 2. So
only transfers of the form (5 2 ,53 ,0), s 3 > 0 can be used here, and the
corresponding average inequality reads
(38)
The weighted average of (37) and (38), using the weights / and 1 respec
tively, gives
Running through all values l</<5, I<L<s and using (28), this gives
coefficient bounds < 1.94. If / > 6 or L > 6 we get, as before, a coefficient
bound < 1.78.
The case (3\ 0 can in fact be treated in general, not only in connection
with the transfers (0,0,1) and (5 2 ,53 ,0). The average inequality (31) for
the list of the TV,- now reads
If sy > 0 and sy > 0 for some z, I<i < /, this implies 64 + + 272 < h+B
in line i in our list. By (28) we then get a coefficient bound < 2. So we
may assume > 0 ==> = 0 and s$ >0 => =o. Note that for
Pf> =owe have (5 2 ,0,54 ) (52,0,54) ==> s 4 s"4 . Let now gr denote the
number of transfers (3250,54), s 4 > 0 used in the list and v the number of
transfers (5 2 ,53 ,0), <s 3 > 0. Then
the last 1 standing for the regular representation at the end of the list.
Since (5\ —O, no other transfer could occur in the final line. The averaging
inequality (31) now becomes
u+73 + + Pi4) + j-<h +B.
1+ 2 fl2 -1 + 2 L-l \ 1 + 1/L
ei + —ils +\^ + WTT)j l 2 + -r-L-ll < h +6.
,4-f, 4. g*Æ „ f, 4 ,7! . , ,
f 4 + H j 7s +I 1 H j 72 +-r<h + S.
/ = ø + t/ + l,
/\ 9(9 +1) \ f v(v +l) \ 71 ,
e 4 + 1 + H 73 + 1 + , N 72 + <h +B.
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Running through the values o<g<2,o<v<3 and using (28), we get
coefficient bounds < 1.8. Here v > 4 would, as before, give a coefficient
bound < 1.78. On the other hand, g > 3 would imply the use of (5 2 ,0,54 ),
5 4 > 3, and this again gives e 4 + 4-y3 +72 < h+ 6 in the corresponding
line of the list, giving a coefficient bound < 1.69 by (28). These results are
collected in the following theorems:
Theorem 4 . Let A4 (h) be a sequence of bases, where p[4) =0 in (13),
then
In fact, this result could have been read off table 4. But the proof given
here is not based on a computer result and is thus more transparent.
Theorem 5 . Let A4 (h) be a sequence of bases, where only transfers of
the type (5 2 ,53 ,0), s 3 > 0 and (0,0,1) are used in order to achieve minimal
representations in the interval [O, nh {A±(h))\, then
In fact this result can be sharpened in the following way:
Theorem 6 . Let A4 (h) be a sequence of bases, where only transfers of the
type (52,53,64), 5 4 < 1 are used in order to achieve minimal representations
in the interval [O, nh {A A (h))\, then
The details of the very technical proof are found in Kirfel [7].
Remark 3. It is enough to claim that no other transfers than the ones
under consideration are used in order to achieve minimal representations
in the interval
since the lists for N{ and M(l),- only use information from this interval.
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nh (A4 {h))<2{h/4) 4 + o{h*).
nh {A4 {h)) <2(/i/4) 4 + 0(/i3 ).
n h (A4 {h)) <2(/i/4) 4 + 0(/i3 ).
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